
SONIC Outdoor Wheels 85A 8-Pack+ Mini-Logo Bearings Installed!
 

INSTOCK! SONIC Indoor/Outdoor Wheels 85A 8-Pack+ Mini-Logo Bearings
Installed!

  

SONIC Outdoor Wheels 85A better performance and perfect for Rhythm and Artistic skaters that like narrower wheels! Ready to Roll with Mini
Logo bearings Installed! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $125.00

Price with discount $115.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $115.00

Sales price without tax $115.00

Save: $-10.00

Tax amount 
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SONIC Outdoor Wheels 85A 8-Pack+ Mini-Logo Bearings Installed!
 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

SONIC Outdoor Wheels 85A 8-Pack + Mini-Logo Bearings Pre-Installed!

Featuring:
- Super high rebound, long lasting urethane Made in U.S.A.!
- Nylon core for perfect bearing alignment and Super smooth roll!
- Available Colours: Black, Blue, Powder Blue, Red, Pink, and Yellow in sets of 8!
- Hardness: 85A (can be used for indoor/outdoor) - For a faster firm roll outdoor - higher performance than most 78A outdoor wheels!
- Size: 32mm x 62mm - Artistic profile - If you skate on a Rhythym or Artistic or tall Rental style skate, you'll be used to this narrower profile
wheel already!
- MINI-LOGO Bearings (pre-lubricated with BONES Speed Cream®) professionally pre-installed!

Complete set of 8 grippy and Fast outdoor wheels with bearings installed ready to Roll!

SMART TIPS:

• ADD a SkateTool for only $10 and simply remove your wheel nuts with the tool, pop off the old wheels, pop on your new wheels pre-installed
with beaings, and tighten the nuts back on (with a little bit of loose play before over-tight) and you're Ready to ROLL!!

• Always use caution when skating outdoors – and Always use Safety equipment and follow your local municipal bylaws!

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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